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1. BACKGROUND

Since the large-scale American Association of State Highway O$cial (AASHO) Road Test
in the early 1960s, the AASHO road design method has been widely adopted by many state
highway agencies all over the world to ful"ll their routine designs of both #exible and rigid
pavements (i.e., asphalt and cement concrete pavements). One of the most signi"cant
contributions from the AASHO Road Test is the concept of pavement
serviceability}performance and the methodology as well as the criterion associated with
this concept [1]. Pavement performance is de"ned as the overall appraisal of the
serviceability history of a pavement. It was recognized during the road test that highways
are for the comfort and convenience of the travelling public and the user's opinion as to how
they are being served by highways must be seriously considered in highway design. Before
this concept was proposed, highway design technology did not directly consider pavement
performance. Design engineers have varied widely in their concepts of desirable
performance. For example, at one extreme an engineer asked to design a pavement for
a certain expected tra$c level for 20 years might consider the job properly done if little or
no cracking occurred during the design period. On the other hand, a second designer might
be satis"ed if at the end of the design period the pavement had reached a totally
unacceptable level of serviceability [2]. The WASHO Road Test in the early 1960s showed
the di$culty of establishing a failure condition or criterion for pavement sections [3].
Subsequently, the idea of subjective pavement ratings to measure serviceability was
proposed [1].

The de"nition of the functional behavior of the road as the ability to provide a smooth,
comfortable, and safe road required the development of a rating method to characterize
these attributes, which depends on the user's perception of the adequacy of the level of
service of the road. Thus, users' opinions must be measured in order to rate the
serviceability of the pavement. However, it was recognized and evident that users' opinions
are by and large subjective, and also, high #uctuation exists in users' perceptions on
pavement serviceability. As a result, it was decided that a single opinion of an individual
should be precluded and not be used as the subjective evaluation of pavements. In the
meanwhile, the mean evaluation of all users, however, should be a good measure of highway
serviceability in terms of public satisfaction [1]. With this mission in mind, a large-scale
experiment was conducted during the AASHO Road Test to abstract the user's subjective
opinion on highway serviceability. Every user was asked to rate the road serviceability on
a scale of 0}5. The regressed panel rating of road serviceability, which is obtained while the
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panel is taking a test vehicle and travelling through a road section, is taken as the mean
subjective evaluation of road serviceability. This mean subjective evaluation is then related
to physical characteristics of highways such as roughness and rutting that can be measured
objectively. Road serviceability (i.e., the mean subjective evaluation) is represented by the
present serviceability index (PSI). The PSI established during the road test is a function of
road surface roughness, rutting cracking and patching. The mathematical expressions of
PSI for #exible and rigid pavements are (see references [1,4]), respectively,

PSI
flexible

"5)03!1)91 log(1#S<)!1)38RD2!0)01JC#P, (1)

PSI
rigid

"5)41!1)80 log(1#S<)!0)09JC#P, (2)

where S< is the mean slope varaince obtained from the CHOLE pro"lemeter; RD the mean
rut depth as measured by a rut depth gage using the AASHO method; C#P the amount of
cracking and patching in which cracking is expressed as linear feet and patching as square
feet, both per 1000 ft2 of pavement area.

Equations (1) and (2) have been successfully used by many transportation agencies for
pavement management, maintenance and rehabilitation strategy selection, and funding
allocation [2]. Although the PSI is given as a combined index of cracking, roughness,
patching and rutting, studies at the AASHO Road Test indicated that about 95% of the
information about the serviceability of a pavement is contributed by the roughness of the
road surface pro"le [1,2]. Since the PSI is, in fact, the human perception or subjective
judgement of ride quality, neither cracking nor rutting make signi"cant contributions to
human feeling. Today some state highway departments and transportation agencies
measure only road roughness for estimating pavement serviceability [5}7]. In other words,
only the "rst two terms of the right-hand side of equations (1) and (2) are adopted for the
representation of the PSI of #exible and rigid pavements.

2. INTRODUCTION

From the aforementioned description of the background information we can see that the
concept of pavement performance}serviceability is actually the human evaluation of ride
quality. It is clear that three major factors contribute to human evaluation of ride quality.
One factor is road surface #uctuation, which induces vehicle vibration. Another factor is
dynamic characteristics of vehicles. When vehicles travel at a certain speed on the road,
di!erent vibration frequencies are activated, depending on the combination of road
roughness, travelling speed and dynamic characteristics of vehicle suspension. The third
factor is human response to vibration environment. With these factors in mind, we may "nd
that the PSI is an indicator of human perception or evaluation of vehicle vibration. In the
AASHO Road Test, the vehicles used for conducting the PSI experiments are passenger
cars. These cars are operated at a normal highway speed. In a later experimental study
sponsored by the Federal Highway Administration, human evaluation of ride quality is
found and demonstrated to be insensitive to vehicle speeds if the test vehicle is travelling at
a normal highway speed, around 50}80 km/h [6, 8]. This partly explains why vehicle speed
is not an independent variable used to predict PSI in equations (1) and (2).

Ride quality is also of concern in the vehicle industry, where the ride quality of vehicles is
sometimes called ride comfort and is usually measured in terms of suspension acceleration
[8,9}12]. In order to provide better vehicle performance, it is important to evaluate the ride
quality of a certain type of vehicle. The process of evaluating the ride quality of a speci"c
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vehicle involves the simulation of both dynamic vehicle models and road surface roughness.
Since it is convenient to conduct the analysis of vehicle dynamics in the frequency domain
(this is true especially as linear vehicle models are considered), it is preferred in the vehicle
industry to employ the power spectral density (PSD) of road surface roughness as
a description of road pro"le [11,13,14]. In addition, PSD roughness also plays an important
role when issues of pavement dynamic loading, vehicle safety, energy consumption, and
suspension optimization and control are considered [5,15,16]. For example, it is evident
that pavement dynamic loads are signi"cantly in#uenced by surface roughness [17}21].
Previous studies by the author and others [11,16,22,23] have also demonstrated that
a quantitative relation exists between the PSD loads and PSD roughness. Thus, if we can
relate the PSI to the PSD roughness, hopefully, we will further be able to correlate the
dynamic loads with the PSI. This will help us to have a better understanding of the e!ect of
the PSI on pavement dynamic loading.

The PSI is di!erent from the PSD in that PSI includes human response to distinct PSD
roughness. It has been widely used by highway and transportation agencies for pavement
design and management for four decades. However, in the vehicle-manufacturing industry
the PSD roughness has also been routinely adopted for automobile design for many years.
It will certainly be of bene"t to both the highway and vehicle industries if a relationship can
be established between the PSI and PSD roughness. For instance, a road engineer will
anticipate the value of PSI if the PSD roughness of a road is given. This paper conducts
a theoretical study on this topic.

3. DESCRIPTION OF ROAD PROFILE

Numerous measurements indicate that roughness can be modelled as an ergodic
stationary stochastic process with a zero mean (i.e., the random "eld) in the spatial domain
[14,24]. The elevation m of surface pro"le, representing road roughness, is a function
of spatial distance x along the road. Low-frequency components correspond to
long-wavelength roughness, while high-frequency components correspond to
short-wavelength roughness. From the Wiener}Khintchine theory, the following forms
constitute a Fourier transform pair [14]:

Sm (X)"
1

2nP
=

~=

Rm(X)e~*XX dX, Rm (X)"P
=

~=

Sm (X)e~*XX dX, (3, 4)

where X represents the distance between two points along the longitudinal direction of the
road. The so-called power spectral density (PSD) roughness, Sm(X), is given in terms of
spatial frequency X , which is the product of 2n and wave number l, i.e.,

X"2nl"2n/j, (5)

in which j is the wavelength of the road surface. Also, in equations (3) and (4), Rm (X) is the
spatial auto-correlation function and is de"ned by

Rm (X)"E[m(x)m (x#X)], (6)

in which E[)] represents the expectation of a stochastic process and can be estimated from

E[m(x)]" lim
X?=

1

X P
X

0

m (x) dx. (7)
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Since it is not physically meaningful to have negative frequencies, in practice the
double-sided PSD Sm(X) is usually replaced by Gm (X), namely, the single-sided PSD, to
represent the spectrum property of a stochastic process. The single-sided PSD is given by [14]

Gm (X)"G
2Sm (X) for X*0,

0 for X(0.
(8)

4. THE CHOLE PROFILOMETER

A CHOLE pro"lometer used during the ASSHO Road Test is a long trailer and is
diagrammed in Figure 1 [2,5]. It records the angle h at 1 ft (0)305 m) intervals along the
pavement section, while being towed at a low speed of 2}5 miles/h (0)9}2)23 m/s) [3,5],
where h is the angle between the line that connects the centers of the support wheels of the
pro"lometer and the tow vehicle, and the line that connects the centers of the two small
wheels on the pro"lometer [2]. Since the CHOLE pro"lometer is towed at very low speeds
during the AASHO Road Test, any dynamic responses of the trailer are prevented. The
distance l

1
is 25)5 ft (7)771 m), the distance l

2
is 3)7 ft (1)128 m), and the small wheels on the

pro"lometer are close enough (0)75 ft or, equivalently, 0)229 m apart) so that the line
between their centers is approximately parallel to the tangent to the road surface at the
point midway between them [2,5]. The CHOLE pro"lometer had good repeatability [2];
however, the slow operating speed and inability to measure pro"le, with wavelength longer
than 7)771 m or shorter than 0)229 m because of its own structural limitation eliminated the
use of the CHOLE pro"lometer for regular pavement management.

Using the notation shown in Figure 1, the relation between the elevation pro"le, m (x), and
the measured angle, h(x), is

h(x)"h
2
!h

1
"

m (x#l
2
#l

3
/2)!m (x#l

2
!l

3
/2)

l
3

!

m(x#l
1
)!m (x)

l
1

, (9)

where the road roughness m (x) is modelled as a one-dimensional random "eld.
Figure 1. The CHOLE pro"lometer model used in the AASHO road test.
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5. STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CHOLE PROFILOMETER

As mentioned previously, the road pro"le is a zero-mean stationary stochastic process.
Taking expectation on both sides of equation (9) gives the mean angle kh:

kh"E[h (x)]"EC
m (x#l

2
#l

3
/2)!m (x#l

2
!l

3
/2)

l
3

!

m(x#l
1
)!m (x)

l
1

D"0. (10)

Denote by p2h the variance of the angle. Note that the auto-correlation function of
roughness, Rm(X), is given by equation (6). Also, the auto-correlation function Rm(X)
becomes variance p2h as the spatial lag X"0. The variance of the angle can be obtained
based on standard statistical analysis, i.e.,

p2h"E[h (x)!kh]2"A
2

l2
1

#

2

l2
3
Bp2m!

2Rm (l1
)

l2
1

!

2Rm (l3
)

l2
3

2Rm(l2
#l

3
/2)#2Rm(l1

!l
2
#l

3
/2)!2Rm (l1

!l
2
!l

3
/2)!2Rm (l2

!l
3
/2)

l
1
l
3

. (11)

The frequency response function (FRF) of the CHOLE pro"lometer controlled by
equation (9) is de"ned as the response h (x) over m (x) as the input m (x)"e*Xx, i.e.,

Hh(X)"
h (x)

m (x) Km(x)"exp(iXx)

. (12)

Here, Hh (X) is the FRF of the CHOLE pro"lometer. To obtain the FRF we substitute
m(x)"e*Xx into equation (9) and obtain h (x). Taking this h (x) into equation (12) gives

Hh (X)"
exp[iX(l

2
#l

3
/2)]!exp[iX(l

2
!l

3
/2)]

l
3

!

exp(iX l
1
)!1

l
1

. (13)

If the Euler formula e*/"cos/#i sin/ is adopted in equation (13), we can rewrite it as

Hh (X)"C
cos l

1
X!1

l
1

!

2 sin l
2
X sin(l

3
/2)X

l
3

D#iC
sin l

1
X

l
1

!

2 cos l
2
X sin(l

3
/2)X

l
3

D . (14)
Figure 2. The gain of the FRF of CHOLE pro"lometer.
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Clearly, the FRF is a function of l
1
, l

2
and l

3
. These quantities are speci"ed by the structural

property of the CHOLE pro"lometer. The gain, DHh (X)D, of the FRF is shown in Figure 2. It
can be seen that the gain of the CHOLE pro"lometer has an almost linear correlation with
respect to the spatial frequency X.

According to the stochastic process theory, if the input of a linear time-invariable system
is a stationary stochastic process, its output is also a stationary stochastic process [14, 24].
Since the CHOLE pro"lometer is a linear "lter, under the stationary excitation of road
roughness, its output, i.e., the angle h (x), still remains stationary. The well-known relation
between system excitation and response [14,24] is then used to give the connection between
the angle and road roughness, i.e.,

Sh(X)"DHh (X)D2Sm(X), (15)

in which Sh(X) is the PSD of the angle h(x). The variance of the angle p2h can be expressed as

p2h"P
=

~=

Sh (X) dX"P
=

~=

DHh (X)D2Sm(X) dX, (16a)

or equivalently, as

p2h"P
=

0

Gm (X) dX"P
=

0

DHh (X)D2Gm (X) dX, (16b)

if the single-sided PSD de"ned by equation (8) is adopted.
So far we have obtained statistical characteristics of the CHOLE pro"lometer. Because

the range of the angle h rarely exceeds $33 [2], the AASHO Road Test ampli"ed the
variance of the angle h by multiplying by a factor 106 and de"ned this quantity as the slope
variance S< [5], i.e.,

S<"106]p2h"106P
=

0

DHh(X)D2Gm (X) dX. (17)

It is clear from equation (17) that the calculation of the slope variance requires the
integration of the integrand within the range of [0, R) cycle/m. However, this is only true if
all the spatial frequencies X of road pro"le can be detected by the CHOLE pro"lometer.
Indeed, as mentioned before, the CHOLE pro"lometer can only recognize roughness with
wavelength ranging from 0)229 to 7)771 m.

The slope variance is calculated in the time domain by sampling the recorded angle every
1 ft (0)305 m) [2]. According to the well-known sampling theorem of stochastic processes
[14], the highest frequencies X

max
that a sampling procedure can detect from the signal can

be given by

X
max

)1
2
X

sampling
, (18)

where X
sampling

is the sampling frequency. The relationship between the sampling frequency
and the sampling interval j

sampling
is

X
sampling

"2nl
sampling

"2n/j
sampling

, (19)

in which l
sampling

is the sampling wave number corresponding to the natural frequency in the
time domain. The substitution of the sampling interval 0)305 into equations (18) and (19)
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gives the highest cut-o! frequency of the CHOLE pro"lometer, i.e.,

X
max

"10)3 cycle/m. (20)

It should be noted that the shortest wavelength that the CHOLE pro"lometer can detect
(i.e., 0)229 m) is not substituted into equation (19) for determining the highest frequency.
This is because the original calculation of the slope variance during the AASHO Road Test
was 1 ft (0)333 m) sampling interval based. Therefore, the latter dominated X

max
.

Similarly, since the longest wavelength that the CHOLE can detect is 7)771 m, the
corresponding lowest cut-o! frequency of the CHOLE pro"lometer can be determined by

X
min

*

1

2

2n
j
longest

"

n
7)771

"0)404 cycle/m. (21)

Combining the upper and lower bounds of the cut-o! frequency with equation (17) gives

S<"10]p2h"106 P
X
max

X
min

DHh (X)D2Gm (X) dX. (22)

Equation (22) is a general formula suitable to all kinds of road pro"les. It can be seen
from equation (22) that the computation of the slope variance involves a numerical
integration. In order to compute it conveniently, in the next section we will specify
a commonly used PSD roughness and provide a simpli"ed approximation.

6. SIMPLIFIED REPRESENTATION OF SLOPE VARIANCE OF ROAD SURFACES

Using numerical integration procedures, equation (22) can be evaluated conveniently.
However, in practice, it is always preferred to have a simple way to calculate the PSI given
that the PSD roughness of a road pro"le is known. To this end, we developed a simpli"ed
formulation so that the simpli"ed expression of PSI can be routinely used for di!erent levels
of pavement management.

The magnitude of DHh (X)D2 can be obtain from equation (14) as

DHh (X)D2"
2(1!cos l

1
X)

l2
1

#

4 sin2 (l
3
/2)X

l2
3

#

4 sin2 (l
3
/2) X sin(l

1
#l

2
) X

l
1
l
3

. (23)

Numerous measurements have shown that the PSD roughness decreases dramatically as
the spatial frequency X exceeds 2}3 cycle/m [5, 14, 25, 26]. It implies that when evaluating
the integral of kind (22), it is critical to accurately estimate the value of DHh (X)D2 in the
low-frequency range in order to achieve a higher accuracy. Therefore, we use piecewise
regression with each "tting curve as a polynomial function of third order. The whole
DHh (X)D2 curve is interrupted at a frequency of 3 cycle/m and each piece of the curve is "tted
by a unique polynomial function. The regressed DHh (X)D2 are presented below and both have
R2"0)99:

DHh (X)D2"0)53872!1)3311X#2)39504X2!0)371543X3, X
min

)X)3 cycle/m, (24)
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DHh (X)D2"!1)5491!0)876442X#1)55565X2!0)083413X3, 3 cycle/m)X)X
max

.

(25)
It should be noted that the regression of equation (24) is from the spatial frequency
X

min
"0)404 cycle/m to X"3)0 cycle/m, and the regression of equation (25) is from the

spatial frequency X"3)0 cycle/m to X
max

"10)3 cycle/m. The regressed curves associated
with the real DHh (X)D2 curve are plotted in Figure 3.

Many forms of the PSD roughness have been proposed in the literature over the past
three decades. These spectrums are regressed from the actually measured PSD roughness.
Three kinds of PSD roughness functions are commonly used. One is in the form of a power
law [5, 27], i.e.,

Gm (X)"AX~w for 0(X(R. (26)

The other is the so-called split power law expression [13, 25, 26], i.e.,

Gm (X)"G
AX!w

0 for 0(X(X
0
,

AX~w for X
0
)X(R.

(27)

Usually, the reference frequency X
0

is less than 0)2 cycle/m. A rational function is also often
used for representing the PSD roughness [28, 29], i.e.,

Gm (X)"
A

X2#a2
for 0)X(R. (28)

Here, in equations (26)}(28) A, w, w
0
and a are coe$cients that are determined from the "eld

experiment. Although these PSD roughness functions take di!erent expressions, they in
general describe a similar nature of the roughness spectrum. It is found that the powers
w and w

0
are rarely greater than 4 or less than 1 [5, 25, 26, 30]. Corresponding to di!erent

expressions of PSD roughness, we derived approximation formulas (22) by substituting
equations (24) and (25) into equation (22). Since in equation (27) X

0
(0)4 cycle/m, the

simpli"ed formula takes the same result with respect to equations (26) and (27).
Figure 3. Actual and regressed DHh(X)D2 versus spatial frequency X (the solid line is the virtual curve based on
equation (23), and the dashed line is the regressed curve based on equations (24) and (25)).
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(1) Simpli,ed formula for power law expressions (26) and (27).
For 1(w(4 and wO2, 3

S<"106]p2h"106ACA
6)26346

1!w
!

4)091922

2!w
#

22)66353

3!w
!

23)33853

4!w B
1

3w

#A
!0)21764288

1!w
#

0)217256817

2!w
!

0)157929

3!w
#

0)0098979

4!w B
1

0)404w

#A
!15)95573

1!w
!

92)981732

2!w
#

1699)90076

3!w
!

938)820664

4!w B
1

10)3wD. (29)

For w"2 S<"106]p2h"8)92086]106A. (30)

For w"3 S<"106]p2h"3)6309]106A. (31)

(2) Simpli,ed formula for rational function (28):

S<"106]p2h"106AC6)191955432#A
2)08782

a
!0)83939aB arctan

3

a

#A2)39504a!
0)53872

a B arctan
0)404

a
!A

1)5491

a
#1)55565aB arctan

10)3

a

#(0)371543a2!0)66555) ln
9#a2

0)163216#a2

#(0)083413a2!0)438221) ln
106)09#a2

9#a2 D. (32)

7. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF PSD-BASED PSI OF FLEXIBLE AND RIGID PAVEMENTS

In order to understand to what degree the road surface roughness can a!ect human
perception of pavement performance (i.e., ride quality), a sensitivity analysis of PSI of both
#exible and rigid pavements is performed in this section. As mentioned earlier, the majority
of the PSI is contributed by roughness (see section 1). Hence, here, we only represent the PSI
in terms of road roughness:

PSI
flexible

"5)03!1)91 log(1#S<), PSI
rigid

"5)41!1)80 log(1#S<) (33, 34)

The PSD roughness in the form of a power law (i.e., equation (26)) is adopted for
numerical computation. The slope variance S< in equations (33) and (34) are calculated
using equation (22) and equations (29)}(31) for accurate and approximate estimations
respectively.

Figures 4 and 5 show the variation of PSI of #exible and pavement versus roughness
coe$cient A and w. It should be noted that since the derivation of the results of this paper is
SI unit based, when equation (26) is used to "t the measured real PSD roughness, all
quantities involved in characterizing the PSD roughness must also be SI unit based. The
PSI is calculated as the roughness coe$cient A varies from 1]10~7 to 500]10~7 (SI units).



Figure 4. PSI versus roughness coe$cient A: (a) #exible pavements and (b) rigid pavements. The upper curves
are simpli"ed and accurate PSI with w"2)5, and the lower curves are simpli"ed and accurate PSI with w"2)0.
Both curves match perfectly.
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In these four diagrams, both simpli"ed PSI and accurate PSI are computed and plotted. It
can be found that for both #exible and rigid pavements those simpli"ed PSIs are almost
identical to the accurate PSIs. In other words, the PSI calculated from the simpli"ed
formula has high accuracies (e.g., equations (29}32)).

From Figure 4 it is clear that the PSI of both #exible and rigid pavements decreases in
a non-linear manner as the roughness coe$cient A increases. Since the larger the roughness
coe$cient A, the rougher the road surface, the current tendency of PSI versus A is
reasonable. The PSI of both #exible and rigid pavements whose PSD roughness takes the
power law with w"2 is less than that with w"2)5. Interestingly, even for the smoothest
#exible pavement surfaces, for instance, A"1]10~7 (SI units), their PSI values do
not reach 5)0, but 4)50 and 4)69 for w"2 and 2)5 respectively. These PSI values are,
respectively, 4)91 and 5)08 for the smoothest rigid pavement surfaces with w"2 and 2)5.

Figure 5(a) and (b) illustrates the changing of PSI of #exible and rigid pavements at two
"xed levels of A (i.e., A"10]10~7 and 60]10~7 (SI units)) as w in equation (26) varies.
Apparently, PSI of both #exible and rigid pavements increases with the increase of another
roughness coe$cient w. From equation (26) we know that large w values imply the existence
of a large amount of lower frequency components (X)1 cycle/m) in road surfaces. The
proportional relation between PSI and w shown by Figure 5(a) and (b) implies that PSI is



Figure 5. PSI versus roughness coe$cient w: (a) #exible pavements and (b) rigid pavements. The upper curves
are simpli"ed and accurate PSI with A"60]1)0E!7, and the lower curves are simpli"ed and accurate PSI with
A"10]1)0E!7. Both curves match perfectly.
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more sensitive to roughness for shorter wavelengths, j)2n"6)28 m (i.e., higher spatial
frequencies). The more the short-wavelength components exist, the smaller the PSI value
and the poorer the pavement performance are.

8. PSI-BASED ROAD CLASSIFICATION

So far we have established the relationship between the PSI and PSD roughness. Also, we
have examined the in#uence of changing the parameters of PSD roughness on the level of
PSI. In this section, we continue to explore the issue of road classi"cation. The International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) has proposed a road classi"cation based on
di!erent levels of PSD roughness [25]. From the connection of equations (33) and (34), it is
of interest to classify roads in terms of PSI.

As mentioned before, various forms of PSD roughness have been suggested over the past
years. A split power law based PSD roughness, i.e., equation (27) proposed by Dodds [13],
is adopted by the ISO for characterizing road surface and road classi"cation. The exponents
and the reference frequency in equations (27) are denoted as w

0
"2)0, w"1)5 and



TABLE 1

PSI-based road classi,cation

Road
classes

A
(10~7m2 cycle/m)

PSI
flexible

(w"1)5)
PSI

flexible
(w"2)0)

PSI
rigid

(w"1)5)
PSI

rigid
(w"2)0)

Very good 1 4)17 4)50 4)60 4)91
Good 4 3)27 3)77 3)75 4)22

Average 16 2)20 2)77 2)74 3)28
Poor 64 1)07 1)66 1)68 2)24

Very poor 256 0 0)52 0)60 1)16

Figure 6. PSI-based road classi"cation and AASHTO pavement design criteria (w"1)5): (a) #exible pavements
and (b) rigid pavements.
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X
0
"1/2n cycle/m [12,25]. The ISO also suggested that for di!erent levels of road

surfaces the geometric mean of roughness coe$cient A be 1, 4, 6, 64, 256]10~7 (SI units)
respectively. This ISO road classi"cation is provided in Table 1. Since the computation
method used in the AASHO Road Test for the calculation of the slope variance S< is not
able to account for frequencies of road pro"le less than X

min
"0)404 cycle/m, only a portion

of the second range of frequency (i.e., X*0)404'1/2n cycle/m) can be activated. Based on
equation (27) and the ISO proposed PSD-based road classi"cation, we computed the
corresponding PSI of both #exible and rigid pavements given w"1)5. We also calculated
the PSI of pavement given w"2)0 and the results are shown in Table 1.

In the AASHTO pavement design speci"cation, PSI"2)5 is thought of as the minimal
acceptable level for principal highways and PSI"2)0 for second-level highways. To inspect
this criterion with the PSI-based road classi"cation corresponding to the ISO road
classi"cation, we plot these standards in Figure 6. It can be seen that PSI"2)5 lies in
between &&average'' and &&poor'' for three cases, and in between &&good'' and &&average'' for
only one case where #exible pavements take w"1)5.

9. CONCLUSION

As seen from the above-mentioned analysis, we know that the PSI based on equation (22)
does not require road roughness, being Gaussian distributed. Rather, it generally applies to
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any distribution of surface roughness as long as the road pro"le can be treated as
a stationary process. In most cases, this condition can be satis"ed. Also, it should be aware
that although the PSI successfully characterizes human evaluation to ride quality, it is not
completely perfect because it does not consider the e!ects of di!erent vehicle dynamic
properties such as trucks in ride quality.

The FRF of the CHOLE pro"lometer used in the AASHO Road Test is derived. Also,
a simpli"ed formula of FRF is obtained using regression analysis. The slope variance of
road pro"le detected by the CHOLE pro"lometer is represented in terms of PSD
roughness. The PSI of both #exible and rigid pavements is correlated to the PSD roughness
by equations (33) and (34). In the meanwhile, a simpli"ed computation formula of PSI is
provided and found having high accuracy. Sensitivity analysis is performed and it
demonstrates the in#uence of the PSD roughness on the PSI. It is also found that the PSI of
both #exible and rigid pavements is signi"cantly a!ected by short-wavelength roughness
(j)2n"6)28 m), so is human perception. Corresponding to the ISO road classi"cation,
a PSI-based road classi"cation is provided, which can be conveniently used for routing
pavement management purpose.
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